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ABSTRACT: Given the rapid recombination of photogenerated
charge carriers and photocorrosion, transition metal sulfide
photocatalysts usually suffer from modest photocatalytic perform-
ance. Herein, S-vacancy-rich ZnIn2S4 (VS-ZIS) nanosheets are
integrated on 3D bicontinuous nitrogen-doped nanoporous
graphene (N-npG), forming 3D heterostructures with well-fitted
geometric configuration (VS-ZIS/N-npG) for highly efficient
photocatalytic hydrogen production. The VS-ZIS/N-npG presents
ultrafast interfacial photogenerated electrons captured by the S
vacancies in VS-ZIS and holes neutralization behaviors by the extra
free electrons in N-npG during photocatalysis, which are
demonstrated by in situ XPS, femtosecond transient absorption
(fs-TA) spectroscopy, and transient-state surface photovoltage
(TS-SPV) spectra. The simulated interfacial charge rearrangement behaviors from DFT calculations also verify the separation
tendency of photogenerated charge carriers. Thus, the optimized VS-ZIS/N-npG 3D hierarchical heterojunction with 1.0 wt % N-
npG exhibits a comparably high hydrogen generation rate of 4222.4 μmol g−1 h−1, which is 5.6-fold higher than the bare VS-ZIS and
12.7-fold higher than the ZIS without S vacancies. This work sheds light on the rational design of photogenerated carrier transfer
paths to facilitate charge separation and provides further hints for the design of hierarchical heterostructure photocatalysts.
KEYWORDS: 3D heterostructure, electrons capture, holes neutralization, charge separation, photocatalytic hydrogen generation

■ INTRODUCTION
Taking advantage of sustainable solar energy efficiently has
been intensively pursued by researchers to solve the environ-
mental pollution and energy crisis.1−3 It is theoretically and
practically prospective to produce clean hydrogen fuel by cost-
effective photocatalytic water splitting. Transition metal sulfide
photocatalysts hold excellent visible-light absorption capacity
benefiting from narrow bandgap and applicable thermody-
namic band position for photocatalytic hydrogen evolution.4−6

However, the pristine transition metal sulfide photocatalysts
are always subject to the rapid recombination of charge carriers
and photocorrosion caused by photogenerated holes, which
will cause non-negligible impairment to the photocatalytic
activity and stability. It is therefore pivotal to take some
suitable measures to overcome the photocorrosion and
accelerate the separation and migration kinetics of photo-
generated charge carriers. S vacancies, the strong electron-
withdrawing groups originating from the discrete defect energy
levels, are generally regarded as active sites during catalysis.7−9

The introduction of anion S vacancies has been considered an
operative defect engineering modulation approach to enhance
the separation of charge carriers.10−13 Nevertheless, the

underlying mechanism caused by S vacancies to accelerate
photocatalysis is pending further exploration and verification.
3D nanoporous graphene as a new type of catalyst and

outstanding guest catalyst not only retains the excellent
characteristics of original 2D planar graphene but also
possesses a hierarchical network and diverse pore distribu-
tion.14,15 The interconnected nanopore channels and three-
dimensional curvature in porous architecture graphene are in
favor of the multiple reflection and scattering of the incident
light, contributing to the enhanced light absorption and
utilization capacity.16,17 Moreover, the 3D charge transport
channels further promote the migration of charge carriers and
the diffusion of gas products. Heteroatom doping of graphene
has been verified operative to modulate the electronic structure
and local electron density distribution, which endows it with
great opportunities for diversified applications.18−22 However,
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the regulation of the microenvironment of electron distribution
tailored by the defects and donors at the heterojunction
interface has not yet been explicitly rationalized.
Because ZnIn2S4 is a typical promising AB2X4 family

semiconductor with d10 electronic configuration, it is also
less poisonous in comparison with the typical metal sulfides
(e.g., CdS, Sb2S3), which enables it to be more pragmatic for
application in environmental optimization.23−25 In this work,
ZnIn2S4 nanosheets with S vacancies (VS-ZIS) were assembled
on N-doped nanoporous graphene (N-npG) to construct
three-dimensional (3D) heterostructures for photocatalytic
hydrogen evolution. The rationally introduced S vacancy
defects in ZnIn2S4 served as efficient electronic reservoirs to
promote the utilization of photogenerated electrons for
reducing hydrogen protons efficiently. By doping of an
electron-rich N heteroatom for introducing extra electrons
without changing the zero bandgap semimetal property of
graphene, the provided extra electrons in 3D nanoporous
graphene potentially extract and neutralize the photogenerated
holes from VS-ZnIn2S4 (VS-ZIS), promoting the separation of
photogenerated carriers and holding back the harmful
photocorrosion. The Schottky heterojunction formed by zero
bandgap N-npG and VS-ZIS introduces the Schottky barrier
including the upward bending valence band of VS-ZIS, which is
to the benefit of hole derivation and recombination with the
extra electrons in N-npG. In addition, the 3D nanoporous
heterostructure endows the photocatalysts with enhanced light
absorption and utilization capacity as well as fully exposed
active sites. Owing to efficient interfacial separated states and
long-lived shallow trapping of photoelectrons, the 3D
heterojunction of VS-ZIS/N-npG exhibits a significantly
improved photocatalytic hydrogen evolution rate and holds
excellent stability after a long-term stability test. This work
highlights the construction of well-fitted hierarchical hetero-
structure photocatalysts and the specific design of an electron−
hole transfer path to accelerate charge separation for
photocatalytic hydrogen production.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials
Potassium chloride (KCl), ammonium sulfate ((NH4)2SO4) and
sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) were supplied by Sinopharm Chemical
Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Indium trichloride (InCl3·
4H2O), zinc acetate dihydrate (Zn(CH3COO)2·2H2O), thioaceta-
mide (C2H5NS), benzene (C6H6), pyridine (C5H5N), potassium
ferricyanide (K3[Fe(CN)6]) and potassium hexacyanoferrate (K4[Fe-
(CN)6]) were purchased from Aladdin Bio-Chem Technology Co.,
Ltd., Shanghai, China. 2D normal graphene powder was offered by
Tanfeng Tech., Inc., Suzhou, China. Hydrochloric acid (HCl) was
obtained from Yuandong Fine Chemicals Co., Ltd., Yantai, China.
Preparation of Nanoporous Graphene (npG) and N-doped
Nanoporous Graphene (N-npG)
The chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method was applied to
prepare the N-doped nanoporous graphene based on the previous
reports.15,26 Nanoporous Ni obtained by dealloying the Ni30Mn70
alloy in 1 M (NH4)2SO4 was used as the porous substrate for
graphene growth. After the preprocessing procedure, the programmed
heating device was heated to 850 °C with a speed of 20 °C per minute
with 500 sccm Ar/H2 (5%) gas mixture, and then pyridine preheating
to 45 °C was used as the carbon source and conveyed with 2500 sccm
Ar/H2 (5%) for 6 min. After cooling the inner quartz tube to room
temperature rapidly with an automatic cooling device, 3D N-doped
nanoporous graphene coated on a nanoporous Ni scaffold was
obtained. Then 3D free-standing N-doped graphene with a

bicontinuous nanoporous structure was prepared by exfoliating the
Ni scaffold in 2.0 M hydrochloric acid (HCl) solution and washing in
deionized water and ethanol six times with further supercritical drying.
Benzene and pyridine were applied as carbon sources to synthesize
3D nanoporous graphene (npG) and N-doped nanoporous graphene
(N-npG).
Preparation of ZnIn2S4, S-Vacancy-Rich ZnIn2S4 and
Composites
The VS-ZIS/N-npG heterojunction was hydrothermally prepared by
anchoring S-vacancy-rich ZnIn2S4 (VS-ZIS) nanosheets on 3D N-
doped nanoporous graphene (N-npG). Typically, 87.8 mg of zinc
acetate dihydrate and 234.6 mg of indium trichloride were dispersed
in a 30 mL mixture solution under vigorous stirring for 30 min, in
which the volume ratio of deionized water to absolute alcohol is 1:1.
Then under slow magnetic stirring at 200 rpm, a certain amount of
3D N-doped nanoporous graphene (N-npG) was added and stirred
for 2 h. 240.4 mg of thioacetamide (TAA) was then immersed in the
mixture. The as-obtained homogeneous aqueous solution was reacted
at 180 °C for 24 h in a 50 mL reaction still. After cooling the
sediments to room temperature, the as-prepared products were
repeatedly washed with deionized water as well as ethanol and were
kept at 70 °C for 6 h under vacuum conditions until dry. Herein, the
weight ratios of N-npG to VS-ZIS was modulated to be 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,
and 2.0 wt %, which were labeled as VS-ZIS, VS-ZIS/N-npG 0.5, VS-
ZIS/N-npG 1.0, VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.5 and VS-ZIS/N-npG 2.0,
respectively. In order to synthesize ZIS and ZIS/N-npG 1.0 without
S vacancies for contrast, the weight of added TAA was halved when
preparing ZIS. Besides, VS-ZIS/npG 1.0 and VS-ZIS/2DG 1.0
composites were also prepared for comparison using the nanoporous
graphene (npG) and 2D normal graphene (2DG) as supporting
matrixes, respectively, at an optimized weight percentage of 1.0 wt %.
Material Characterization
X-ray diffraction (XRD) results were collected on a Rigaku D/Max-cA
X-ray diffractometer to obtain the crystalline and phase features with a
Ni filter and Cu Kα radiation. Raman spectra were recorded using a
Finder One microzone laser Raman spectroscopic system from
Beijing Zolix, Ltd., with an incident wavelength of 532 nm. The
morphological images were observed on a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) (Carl Zeiss Ultra 55, 5 kV). TEM and HRTEM
images as well as the corresponding EDS spectra were obtained on a
field-emission transmission electron microscope (TEM) (JEOL JEM-
2100F, 200 kV). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) including
in situ XPS measurements and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
(UPS) measurements were conducted on an AXIS Supra+
spectrometer with monochromatized Al Kα excitation and He I
radiation. A clean Au sample with the Au 4f7/2 at 84.0 eV was applied
for XPS calibration. The size distribution and specific surface area
were determined by the Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) nitrogen
adsorption−desorption techniques with an automated surface area
and porosity analyzer (ASAP 2460, Micromeritics, U.S.A.). The
samples were pretreated at 120 °C before the BET tests. Electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) (JESFA200, JEOL Co., Japan) was
employed to detect the presence and behavior of the native defects.
With BaSO4 as a reference, the optical absorption spectra were
monitored on a Lambda 1050 spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer)
within the scope of 300−800 nm. Photoluminescence (PL) and time-
resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) spectra were measured by a
fluorescent spectrometer (Edinburgh, FLS1000, 400 nm excitation).
Transient-state SPV (TS-SPV) spectra were conducted on a CEL-
TPV 2000 instrument with a laser wavelength of 355 nm. The
experimental details of in situ XPS, femtosecond transient absorption
(fs-TA) spectroscopy and photoelectrochemical measurements details
are described in the Supporting Information.
Photocatalytic Hydrogen Generation Performance
Measurements
The photocatalytic hydrogen evolution performance tests were
conducted in a Pyrex flask with a total volume of 215 mL. In a 40
mL mixed aqueous solution involving Na2S (0.25 M)/Na2SO3 (0.35
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M) as hole sacrificial agents, 20 mg of the as-prepared samples was
immersed for the photocatalytic hydrogen generation reaction. Before
illumination, the cyclic photochemical temperature control integrated
reactor was installed in the online integrated photocatalytic activity
evaluation system (CEL-PAEM-D8Pro) equipped with a CEL-
HXF300-T3 300 W xenon lamp source (420 nm < λ < 760 nm).
The light intensity is 100 mW/cm2, which was measured by a
thermopile sensor (Newport, model 818P-01-12), and the irradiation
spectrum was controlled by the 420 nm cutoff filter as a visible-light
source and fixed 12 cm above the solution interface to control the
light intensity. The glass system with the reactor is integrated into a
closed and shaded box. The glass joint position was sealed with
vacuum grease (Dow Corning HVG, U.S.A.). The glass system with
the reaction cell was stirred and vacuumed for 20 min before the test
to ensure the airtightness of the system. In the process of
photocatalysis under continuous stirring, the cooling water circulation
equipment was controlled at 6 °C. The generated gas was analyzed
with batch scripts every half hour by online gas chromatography (GC-
2014, Shimadzu, Japan) equipped with a thermal conductivity
detector and argon as carrier.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Materials Characterizations

The topography morphologies and microstructures of VS-ZIS,
N-npG and VS-ZIS/N-npG were investigated by SEM and
TEM, as displayed in Figure 1 and Figure S1. It could be
observed in Figure S1a that bare VS-ZIS presents homoge-
neously distributed flower-like microspheres with a diameter of
5−6 μm, which are self-assembled by numerous nanosheets,
while the TEM image in Figure S1b demonstrates a typical 2D
stacked nanosheet structure of ZnIn2S4. As manifested in
Figure 1a and Figure S2, N-npG displays a charming 3D
hierarchical bicontinuous nanoporous structure with abundant
open nanopore channels. With regard to the VS-ZIS/N-npG
sample, both nanosheet structured VS-ZIS and 3D porous
structured N-npG could be observed in Figure 1b. VS-ZIS
nanosheets are arranged on the surface as well as the pore
channel of N-npG, owing to a well-fitted geometric
configuration and suitable aperture size of N-npG. The high-
resolution observations in Figure 1c−e show that VS-ZIS
nanosheets are attached tightly to the curvature aperture of
three-dimensional N-npG. Apparent lattice fringes are detected

Figure 1. SEM images of (a) N-npG and (b) VS-ZIS/N-npG. (c−f) HAADF-STEM and HRTEM images of VS-ZIS/N-npG. (g) Corresponding
elemental distributions of C, N, Zn, In and S over VS-ZIS/N-npG.
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in Figure 1f, which is zoomed in the yellow frame in Figure 1e,
and the interplanar crystal spacing of 0.318 nm corresponds to
the (102) crystal facet of the VS-ZIS. Noteworthily, some
indistinct lattice fringes are detected in the red circles in Figure
1f, due to the existence of vacancy defects in ZnIn2S4. As
verified and discussed below through room-temperature EPR
and XPS, the defects that occurred are attributed to the
presence of S vacancies. Additionally, the corresponding
elemental mappings of VS-ZIS/N-npG are illustrated in Figure
1g, revealing the uniform distribution of C, N, Zn, In and S
elements in the heterostructure material. This favorable 3D
heterostructure avoids the adverse aggregation of VS-ZIS

effectively and is conducive to full exposure of reactive sites,
which are expected to facilitate the migration of electron−hole
pairs between the VS-ZIS nanosheets and N-npG.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were applied for

investigating the crystalline structure of the as-fabricated
samples, as illustrated in Figure S3. The diffraction peaks of
VS-ZIS at 21.6°, 27.8°, 30.5°, 39.7°, 47.4° and 52.4° could be
indexed to (006), (102), (104), (108), (110) and (116) crystal
facets of the hexagonal phase ZnIn2S4 (JCPDS 72-0773),
respectively.7,17 3D N-doped nanoporous graphene displays
one characteristic diffraction peak at 2θ = 26.2° coinciding
with the (002) crystal plane.26 Typical VS-ZIS/graphene

Figure 2. High-resolution in situ XPS spectra for (a) C 1s, (b) N 1s, (c) Zn 2p, (d) In 3d, and (e) S 2p core levels of N-npG, VS-ZIS and VS-ZIS/
N-npG 1.0 with and without irradiation. (f) EPR spectra of ZIS, ZIS/N-npG 1.0, VS-ZIS and VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0.
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heterojunctions demonstrate similar XRD patterns in compar-
ison with the VS-ZIS, which is primarily on account of the
comparatively low percentage composition of graphene.27 The
existence and structural characteristics of the as-prepared
graphene supporting matrix were also investigated by Raman
measurement (Figure S4). Compared to npG (ID/IG = 0.26)
and 2DG (ID/IG = 0.12), the N-npG (ID/IG = 0.33) and VS-
ZIS/N-npG 1.0 (ID/IG = 0.41) possess a fairly higher
topological defect degree originating from the successful
nitrogen doping and thermal treatment.14,15,28

To further determine the chemical composition and specific
intermolecular interaction in the as-formed heterostructure,
the chemical binding states of VS-ZIS, N-npG, and VS-ZIS/N-
npG 1.0 were determined by in situ X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). For rigorous binding energy data, the
calibration of XPS peaks was performed concerning the
binding energy of Au 4f7/2 (84.0 eV).29,30 The existence of
Zn, In and S, C and N elements is revealed by the survey XPS
spectra of VS-ZIS and N-npG (Figure S5a), and all signals were
observed in the as-prepared VS-ZIS/N-npG heterojunction.
Intimate heterojunction interface contact ensures the highly
efficient migration and separation capacity of photogenerated
electrons and holes. Four peaks at 284.8, 285.9, 287.0 and
289.9 eV are deconvolved from the C 1s core-level spectra of
N-npG in Figure 2a, originating from C�C, C�O, C�O
and O�C�OH bonding in the sp2 hybridization carbon,
respectively.31 However, a supererogatory deconvolved peak of
C 1s spectra is observed in VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0, which could be
attributed to the C−S cross-linked bond.32 The detected C−S
bonds provide a shred of important evidence for the strong
interfacial interactions between VS-ZIS and N-npG. As
presented in Figure 2b, the N 1s spectra of N-npG
demonstrate the existence of diversiform nitrogen specimens
including pyridinic N (398.9 eV), pyrrolic N (400.1 eV) and
graphitic N (401.9 eV);33,34 the total content is about 2.74 at.
%.
For the Zn 2p core levels of VS-ZIS in Figure 2c,

characteristic doublets of Zn 2p3/2 and Zn 2p1/2 located at
1022.5 and 1045.5 eV correspond to the Zn2+ states of
ZnIn2S4. The minor prepeaks centered at lower binding energy
including 1020.6 and 1043.7 eV originate from unsaturated
coordination of zinc (Zn) by virtue of the existence of S
vacancies.35−37 Similar prepeaks are also observed in the VS-
ZIS/N-npG heterostructure. The presence of incomplete
uncoordinated Znδ+ (0 < δ < 2) atoms around the S vacancies
reduces the binding energy of Zn2+. As a result of the smaller
defect formation energy of S and weaker electronegativity of
Zn, S atoms adjacent to the Zn atom will escape primarily due
to the smallest atomic escape energy, and therefore sulfur
vacancies adjacent to the Zn atom are formed preferen-
tially.11,38 In a detail from Figure 2c−e, upon coupling VS-ZIS
with N-npG to form the heterojunction, the binding energies
of Zn 2p, In 3d and S 2p are slightly positive shifted by 0.2 eV,
which can be attributed to the strong interaction and upward
band bending of VS-ZIS at the interface of VS-ZIS and N-npG.
As a result of the difference in Fermi energy level, electrons are
diffused from the VS-ZIS region to the N-npG region after
intimate contact spontaneously until equilibrium; the density
of the electron cloud at the surface of VS-ZIS is thus
decreased.39

Moreover, XPS tests under light irradiation were also carried
out to uncover relative kinetics behaviors of photogenerated
carriers in the VS-ZIS/N-npG system. Notably, the dramatic

positive shift of N 1s core levels under irradiation represents
the decreased local electron cloud density, demonstrating that
N-npG owns a certain electron-donating ability. Thus, it can be
deduced that electron-rich N-npG acts as a capturer of
photogenerated holes and compensates for the loss of electrons
in the valence band of VS-ZIS upon light excitation. The
formation of the Schottky barrier including the upward
bending valence band of VS-ZIS is to the benefit of hole
derivation and recombination with the extra electrons in N-
npG. The shifts to the lower binding energy of Zn 2p, In 3d
and S 2p are observed under light illumination in comparison
with VS-ZIS/N-npG under dark conditions, indicating the
strong electron-trapping ability of S vacancies in VS-ZIS.
Besides, the content of incomplete uncoordinated Znδ+ (0 < δ
< 2) is decreased under irradiation (Figure 2c), which could be
attributed to the introduced vacancies serving as electron
accumulation centers. Photogenerated electrons are more
inclined to be trapped by S vacancies on account of the
presence of the Schottky barrier including the upward bending
conduction band of VS-ZIS. In Figure S5b, the ultraviolet
photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) technique was applied to
elucidate the effect of nitrogen dopants on the electronic
structure of graphene. A smaller work function (Φ) of N-npG
(4.07 eV) indicates a fairly strong escape ability of electrons
compared to that of undoped npG (4.39 eV). Restrained
electrons inside N-npG are more easily motivated from the
inside N-npG and therefore could combine with photoinduced
holes generated from the valence band of VS-ZIS.
Furthermore, as an effective and intuitive approach to

investigate the native defects, room-temperature EPR measure-
ment was also conducted to ensure the introduction of S
vacancies. We also prepared comparison samples of ZIS and
ZIS/N-npG without sulfur vacancies in order to explore the
characteristics of sulfur vacancy. As displayed in Figure 2f,
symmetrical EPR signals are detected both in VS-ZIS and VS-
ZIS/N-npG samples at 3503 G (corresponding to a g-value of
2.005).7,39 As a comparison, no obvious vacancy signals are
observed in unmodified ZIS and ZIS/N-npG 1.0. With the
formation of this 3D hierarchical nanoporous heterostructure,
the strengthened sharper EPR signal of VS-ZIS/N-npG could
be ascribed to more exposed sulfur vacancies as electron
capture centers.38 Nonradiative S vacancies as active sites not
only are conducive to the adsorption of H* but also are able to
take part in the capturing of photoelectrons, so as to improve
the intrinsic photocatalytic activity.8,10,12 S vacancies provide
channels for the injection of photoinduced electrons, thus
avoiding the disadvantageous recombination of carriers. The
specific surface area and pore size distribution diagrams of N-
npG, VS-ZIS and VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0 were explored by N2
adsorption−desorption isotherms and BJH methods (Figure
S6). The specific surface area of N-npG is calculated to be
363.18 m2 g−1, and the average pore size is about 201.9 nm,
indicating the characteristics of nanoporosity. Both VS-ZIS and
VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0 present a type IV isotherm with H2
hysteresis loops, and the specific surface area of VS-ZIS/N-npG
1.0 (103.34 m2/g) is much larger than pristine VS-ZIS (40.81
m2/g). The pore size distribution results in Figure S6d
demonstrate that the mesopore character of VS-ZIS/N-npG
1.0 becomes larger upon coupling VS-ZIS with N-npG, which
can be attributed to the dispersion of ZIS nanosheets on the
surface and bicontinuous pore channel of N-npG. This result
manifests that the as-designed 3D VS-ZIS/N-npG hetero-
junction can effectively expose more active sites for the
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molecular adsorption and photocatalytic reaction, which is in
accordance with EPR observations. Large surface area and
curvature of 3D N-npG enables VS-ZIS pieces to afford
abundant exposure of accessible S vacancies as reactive sites.
Photocatalytic Performance Measurements

The performance of photocatalytic hydrogen production was
evaluated in the system without an extra auxiliary catalyst
under visible light illumination. The optimal stoichiometric
ratio of Zn/In/S by varying the additive amount of TAA
(Figure S7) as well as the weight percentage of N-npG (Figure
S8) is obtained by the maximum hydrogen evolution rate
owing to the abundant favorable exposure of active sites and
efficient separation of carriers. As illustrated in Figure 3a and b,
the introduction of S vacancies in the VS-ZIS sample
significantly improves the photocatalytic activity compared
with ZIS. However, the VS-ZIS/2DG 1.0 sample exhibits only
inferior activity. Such findings manifest that loading VS-ZIS
nanosheets on the N-npG-forming 3D hierarchical hetero-
structures will lead to a notable advantageous influence on
photocatalytic activity. In addition, the VS-ZIS/npG 1.0 sample
just possesses a modest improvement; thus, the modified
electronic structure of graphene originating from the doping of
nitrogen plays a role in the outstanding performance of VS-
ZIS/N-npG 1.0. Meanwhile, the HER performance of the ZIS/
N-npG 1.0 sample without S vacancies as active sites is also
just unsatisfactory. The VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0 photocatalyst
exhibits a remarkable highest H2-evolution rate of 12667.2
μmol after 3 h of photocatalytic reaction, which could be
comparable with previously reported ZIS/graphene photo-
catalysts, as displayed in Table S1. Therefore, the superior
catalytic activity of VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0 is derived from the
synergistic effect of the as-designed 3D hierarchical hetero-
junction, sufficient S vacancies exposure and introduction of
nitrogen species in undoped npG. The wavelength-dependent

hydrogen evolution efficiency of VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0 was also
tested for more valid comparison. As observed in Figure 3c, the
AQE values of VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0 under different mono-
chromatic light wavelengths are calculated to be 13.7% (420
nm), 5.9% (500 nm), and 6.2% (600 nm), respectively. The
action spectrum of VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0 coincides well with the
UV−vis spectrum, manifesting the favorable optical absorption
and utilization capacity of the VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0 photo-
catalyst.
Moreover, cyclic stability is also an important factor that

should be taken into consideration for practical application.
After continuous operation for up to 20 h, VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0
retains superior stability as the photocatalytic hydrogen
evolution rate exhibits no apparent decay, while bare VS-ZIS
shows about 23.4% attenuation (Figure 3d). It could be
deduced that N-doped graphene as the substrate can enhance
the photostability of VS-ZIS and effectively improve photo-
corrosion of S2− by photoinduced holes. The overall
topological morphology and porous structure of VS-ZIS/N-
npG is well-kept, as illustrated in Figure S9a. Additionally, the
XRD pattern of VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0 presents slight diffraction
peak broadening, which could be attributed to the destruction
of the edge of the nanosheet by photocorrosion for the
decreased sample size, after repeated photocatalytic cycles in
comparison with the fresh sample (Figure S9b). However, the
crystal phase of the sample does not change obviously, which
proves the decent structural stability of VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0. In
this regard, high-resolution XPS measurements for VS-ZIS and
VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0 were further probed to investigate the
chemical composition changes after durable photocatalysis for
a more accurate analysis. In Figure S10, S 2p core levels of bare
VS-ZIS present an obvious shift (0.5 eV) to higher binding
energy, which originates from S2− self-oxidation to S0 with a
higher valence state by photoinduced holes. By contrast, VS-

Figure 3. (a) Time-dependent profiles of photocatalytic H2 evolution and (b) H2 evolution rates of the as-prepared samples with three repeat
experiments. (c) Wavelength-dependent apparent quantum efficiency (AQE) of VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0. (d) Recycling photocatalysis test of VS-ZIS
and VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0 with prolonged visible-light irradiation for seven cycles. (e) Transient photocurrent response plots and (f) Nyquist plots of
EIS of ZIS, VS-ZIS and composite material.
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ZIS/N-npG 1.0 shows a negligible red-shift of the S2−,
demonstrating the suppressed photocorrosion reaction during
long-time operation as well as well-maintained chemical
composition. As a consequence, this well-designed 3D VS-
ZIS/N-npG heterojunction achieves high-activity and high-
stability photocatalysis, and N-npG as the supporting matrix
leads to effectively inhibited photocorrosion of ZnIn2S4 under
long visible-light irradiation.
Measurement of Charge Separation and Proposed
Photocatalytic Mechanism

To better understand the underlying mechanism of the
enhanced photocatalytic performance, related optical charac-
terizations were performed. As depicted in Figure S11a,
marked enhancement in the light harvesting capability is
observed after 480 nm after the introduction of N-npG as a
supporting matrix. Meanwhile, there is no absorption edge in
the spectrum of N-npG, which is a typical characteristic of the
zero-bandgap semimetallic material. N-npG does not possess

the photocatalytic hydrogen evolution capability, so the
enhanced light absorption and utilization capacity could be
indexed to the three-dimensional bicontinuous nanoporous
structure of N-npG via multiple reflection and scattering.40

According to the Kubelka−Munk formula, (αhν)2 = K(hν −
Eg), α represents the absorption coefficient, h is the Planck
constant, ν is the photon’s frequency, and hν means the
incident photon energy; for a direct bandgap semiconductor
material,41 the band gap (Eg) of VS-ZIS is measured to be 2.44
eV (Figure S11b).
The behavior of photogenerated electron−hole pairs was

investigated by steady-state PL spectra. The obvious PL
quenching of VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0 in comparison with ZIS and
VS-ZIS is uncovered in Figure S12a. The PL intensity of VS-
ZIS is weaker than that of pristine ZIS, presumably due to the
capture of electrons through S vacancies inhibiting the
recombination of electrons and holes. Meanwhile, the
dramatically decreased PL emission peak intensity of VS-ZIS/

Figure 4. Femtosecond transient absorption (fs-TA) spectroscopy observation of 3D pseudo color spectra and corresponding 2D ultrafast spectral
signal of (a, b) VS-ZIS and (c, d) VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0. (e) Comparative kinetics decay curves monitoring at 409 nm in the GSB region. (f)
Corresponding comparative kinetics decay curves monitoring at 650 nm in the ESA region. Inset: a concise diagrammatic drawing depicting the
probable charge transfer mechanism occurring in VS-ZIS with S vacancies. (g) Theoretical atomic configuration of pristine ZnIn2S4 (ZIS) and S-
vacancy-rich ZnIn2S4 (VS-ZIS) from top view after geometry optimization. (h) Gibbs free energy profiles for H atoms adsorption on ZIS and VS-
ZIS. (i) Transient-state surface photovoltage (TS-SPV) measurements of VS-ZIS and VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0.
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N-npG 1.0 indicates the suppressed excited state decay in this
3D heterostructure photocatalyst, indicating the sufficient
existence of reactive species.42 Furthermore, TRPL decay
profiles were applied to elucidate the charge separation
photodynamics in Figure S12b. The decay process was fitted
by the biexponential decay kinetics equation, the faster lifetime
factor τ1 is caused by the interband nonradiative recombina-
tion of free excitons and charge transfer processes, while the
long lifetime factor τ2 reflects the radiative recombination
process of carriers.43,44 As displayed in detail in the inset of
Figure S12b, for the single ZIS and VS-ZIS, the slow decay
component τ2 related to radiative recombination is significantly
prolonged (5.34 ns for ZIS vs 10.41 ns for VS-ZIS), meaning
an elongated lifetime of active charge carriers in VS-ZIS after
the introduction of S vacancies. Moreover, the distinctly
accelerated τ1 fast decay parameter related to charge transfer
and increased proportion indicate enhanced separation and
transfer efficiency of photogenerated carriers in the VS-ZIS/N-
npG (τ1 = 0.84 ns, τ2 = 5.52 ns) heterojunction in comparison
with the bare VS-ZIS (τ1 = 1.10 ns, τ2 = 10.41 ns). VS-ZIS/N-
npG 1.0 processes a shorter average lifetime (τA) of 2.66 ns,
compared to 5.90 ns for bare VS-ZIS, manifesting that
photogenerated carriers can be separated and migrated
efficiently in the heterojunction. The existence of an efficient
carrier migration process is related to fluorescence quenching
behavior, which will shorten the fluorescence lifetime.45,46 The
apparent PL quenching and corresponding accelerated decay
demonstrate that rapid migration and separation of charge
carriers are achieved in the VS-ZIS/N-npG heterojunction. To
further verify the enhanced interfacial charge transfer
behaviors, transient photocurrent response curves (I−t) and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were studied,
as illustrated in Figure 3e−f and Figure S13. The photocurrent
intensity observed under visible-light illumination matches the
hydrogen generation efficiency (Figure 3e). In comparison
with VS-ZIS/npG 1.0, ZIS/N-npG 1.0 and VS-ZIS/2DG 1.0,
the strongest photocurrent density of VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0
implies the most efficient charge separation capability in the
heterostructure. Therefore, it could be concluded that not only
more exposed S vacancies as active sites originating from the
3D bicontinuous porous supporting matrix but also the N-
doped graphene are in favor of the interfacial carrier
separation. Correspondingly, this result can be further
confirmed by EIS spectra; the VS-ZIS/N-npG 1.0 presents
the smallest high-frequency semicircle in the Nyquist plots
(Figure 3f and Figure S13b), suggesting its reduced charge-
transport resistance for efficient utilization of photogenerated
electrons. These photoelectrochemical tests reveal that the
formation of the 3D hierarchical nanoporous heterostructure
and intimate interface interaction are conducive to promoting
the transportation of charge carriers in VS-ZIS/N-npG, thus
ensuring the high-efficiency separation of photogenerated
electron−hole pairs.
In addition, as an in-depth step to elucidate the dynamic

behaviors of photogenerated electrons and holes, the femto-
second transient absorption (fs-TA) spectroscopy and
transient-state SPV (TS-SPV) were performed on individual
VS-ZIS as well as VS-ZIS/N-npG hierarchical heterosystems.
The 3D contour plots and corresponding 2D ultrafast spectral
signals for fs-TA spectra of the Vs-ZIS and VS-ZIS/N-npG
heterojunction are displayed in Figure 4a−d. Excitons in VS-
ZIS are excited by using a 355 nm pumped laser. Both the
pristine VS-ZIS and VS-ZIS/N-npG heterojunctions display

similar negative ground state bleaching (GSB) signals at a
range of 370−460 nm and positive transient excited state
absorption (ESA) signals with a scope of 500−800 nm. As the
photogenerated carriers are pumped to an excited state with
high-energy pump photons (355 nm, 3.49 eV), resulting in the
decrease of the ground state distribution, a negative signal is
generated in the wavelength region. The GSB feature peaks
with maximum bleach wavelengths located around 409 nm
could be ascribed to the bleaching of a higher order singlet
exciton for both VS-ZIS and VS-ZIS/N-npG.47 For the 2D
ultrafast spectral signal of VS-ZIS/N-npG, the bleaching signals
become weaker while the absorption signals appear to be
stronger, which suggests the possible flow out and neutraliza-
tion of photoinduced holes in the valence band of VS-ZIS to N-
npG (Figure 4b and d).48

The detailed dynamic behaviors of photogenerated carriers
probed at the GSB region are basically different as displayed in
Figure 4e. The attenuation curves of kinetics are characterized
via biexponential fitting in which τGSB1 and τGSB2 could be
indexed to the trap-assisted nonradiative recombination and
the interband electron−hole radiative recombination.49−51

Relative parameters are listed in Table S2: τGSB1 = 7.19 ps
(80.4%) and τGSB2 = 253 ps (19.6%) for VS-ZIS, while VS-ZIS/
N-npG presents a shorter lifetime (τGSB1 = 4.38 ps (69%) and
τGSB2 = 58 ps (31%)), which is consistent with the TRPL
results. The components of both radiative and nonradiative
recombination processes are accelerated, and the dramatically
expedited τGSB2 components indicate efficient carrier migration
and separation behavior in the VS-ZIS/N-npG heterojunction.
The average recovery time τGSB‑A is estimated to be 50.28 ps
for the VS-ZIS/N-npG heterojunction system (vs 227.34 ps for
VS-ZIS). Such a significant lifetime decrease originating from
the rapid exciton relaxation mechanism could be mainly
attributed to the additional emerged channel for the interfacial
charge transfer for hole extraction to promote the separation
efficiency.45,48,52

Widened positive excited state absorption (ESA) features
indicate the presence of long excited states. According to
previous reports in the literature, this positive characteristic
signal can be attributed to the photoinduced absorption of
photogenerated electrons trapped in the shallow defect
states.8,39,53 To determine the exciton relaxation process of
the ESA state, the corresponding kinetics is monitored
subsequently by probing at 650 nm as representative data, as
shown in Figure 4f. In terms of the bandgap trap state
schematic diagram in the inset of Figure 4f, the procedures of
relaxation could be understandable. Under the circumstances,
the faster decay factor τESA1 (∼1.49 ps) manifests the shallow
capture of the electrons by the interband sulfur vacancies
defect in VS-ZIS, while the recombination process of
photogenerated carriers is reflected by the much more sluggish
decay factor τESA2 (∼174 ps).54−58 The lifetime component
τESA2 for recombination of electrons at shallow trap sites is
slightly prolonged for an efficacious photocatalytic process
(∼1.84 ps (67%), ∼179 ps (33%)), as demonstrated in detail
in Table S3. Note that there is no significant difference in
decay lifetime components (τESA1, τESA2) and average recovery
lifetime between VS-ZIS (τESA‑A = 170.54 ps) and VS-ZIS/N-
npG (τESA‑A = 175.34 ps) in the ESA region. It can be inferred
that sulfur vacancies always act as defect states to promote
electron−hole separation in both the individual VS-ZIS and the
as-formed heterojunction, which further proves that sulfur
vacancies serve as the active sites, as discussed above. The
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working mechanism of sulfur (S) vacancies in VS-ZIS gains
further insight from theoretical calculations of density
functional theory (DFT). Theoretical atomic configurations
after geometry optimization of pristine ZnIn2S4 (ZIS) and S-
vacancy-rich ZnIn2S4 (VS-ZIS) from the top view are presented
in Figure 4g. In general, an adsorption free energy closer to
zero representing the subtle balance between hydrogen
adsorption and desorption has been universally accepted as a
descriptor for superior catalytic hydrogen evolution activ-
ity.59,60 The Gibbs free energies of ZIS and VS-ZIS were
compared and are summarized in Figure 4h and Table S4,
manifesting that the intrinsic catalytic active sites for hydrogen
evolution are predominately contributed by S vacancies. The
absolute value of adsorption free energy of H atoms (ΔGH*) at
the S vacancies sites in VS-ZIS (−0.330 eV) is smaller than that
of the pristine ZIS (−0.378 eV). Both the experimental and
theoretical calculation results illustrate the positive effect of S
vacancies which efficiently provide a shallow defect energy

level for trapping electrons and accelerate the catalytic reaction
kinetics of hydrogen generation.
TS-SPV measurements from the nanosecond to millisecond

were also probed upon the excitation of a 355 nm laser to
clarify the defect-related charge-separation processes and
differentiate them from charge separation arising from a
surface built-in electric field or other means, as displayed in
Figure 4i. A negative TS-SPV signal is monitored in VS-ZIS at
the initial scale shorter than the nanosecond scale, which
means more photogenerated electrons migrate to the surface of
VS-ZIS. At longer times, the surface voltage changes from
negative to positive for VS-ZIS with the prolonging of time at
higher photon energies. The reversed SPV signals rationalized
SPV variations for VS-ZIS were probably associated with S
vacancy induced electron trapping, while more photogenerated
holes are transferred from the bulk to the surface.61 Defect-
induced charge separation occurs at longer times, thereby
leading to an inversion of charge separation at the microsecond
time scale. Meanwhile, S vacancy mediated charge separation

Figure 5. 3D differential charge density distribution diagrams of (a) VS-ZIS/npG, (b) ZIS/N-npG, and (c) VS-ZIS/N-npG, where yellow and cyan
regions represent accumulation and depletion of electrons, respectively. (d) Corresponding plane-averaged differential charge density distribution
map along the Z direction for the VS-ZIS/N-npG heterojunction. (e) Calculated H atom adsorption Gibbs free energy profiles of VS-ZIS/npG,
ZIS/N-npG and VS-ZIS/N-npG. Energy level alignment schemes illustrating the charge transfer in VS-ZIS/N-npG heterojunction (f) after contact
and (g) under illumination for photocatalytic water spitting process (φSB represents the barrier at the N-npG side, while −qVS means the barrier at
the VS-ZIS side).
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occurs in both VS-ZIS and VS-ZIS/N-npG. As for the signal at
a time longer than 10−6 s corresponding to the typical time
scale of the diffusion photovoltage, the absolute value of the
TS-SPV signal of VS-ZIS/N-npG is reduced in comparison
with the pristine specimen. This result could be attributed to
the hole neutralization behaviors with respect to the
recombination of photoholes generated in VS-ZIS with extra
free electrons in N-npG. Additionally, a smaller tmax and
integral area of the shadow part representing a fast charge
extraction process is observed in VS-ZIS/N-npG, which also
proves the presence of an efficient charge extraction path.6,62 S
vacancies initiate charge separation by generating shallow
defect energy levels and stabilize the charge separation state by
trapping the photogenerated electrons. In contrast, the
introduction of electron-rich N-npG, as an electron donor,
results in hole neutralization behaviors that directly induce a
charge-separation process on the surface. It provides a shred of
forward evidence for the construction of a specific transfer path
in which photogenerated holes are extracted from VS-ZIS to N-
npG at the heterojunction interface region.63,64

The rearrangement behaviors of charge carriers at the
heterointerfaces for VS-ZIS/npG, ZIS/N-npG and VS-ZIS/N-
npG were investigated by observing the differential charge
density distribution, as shown in Figure 5a−c. Theoretical
computational models for the calculation are presented in
Figure S14. Originating from the strong electron-withdrawing
capacity of S vacancies, the electrons on ZnIn2S4 are more
inclined to be trapped and localized at VS-ZIS domains (Figure
5a). When ZIS is coupled with nitrogen-doped graphene in
Figure 5b, the vicinity of S sites presents slightly decreased
electron density. However, due to the n-type doping of an
electron-rich nitrogen heteroatom to introduce extra electrons,
ZIS still appears to have electron accumulation on a large scale
at the interface region, while pronounced electron depletion is
observed at the N-npG side. As for VS-ZIS/N-npG (Figure
5c), the planar-averaged charge density difference along the Z
axis is given in Figure 5d to intuitively display the variation of
the charge density. The designed interfacial charge rearrange-
ment including increased local electron density at VS-ZIS and
electron depletion at N-npG corroborates the intense
interaction and the regulation of interfacial electronic
structure.65 Notably, the increased accumulated electrons
observed on the S vacancy position provides further evidence
for the sulfur vacancies serving as electrons traps. For
photocatalysis, S vacancies as a shallow defect energy level
are capable of capturing electrons, while electron-rich N-npG
benefits the electrons donation and possesses the tendency of
photogenerated holes extraction and neutralization from VS-
ZIS to N-npG.
Hydrogen adsorption Gibbs free energy (ΔGH*) was further

explored to verify the H adsorption and desorption behaviors
at the catalytic sites. Tracing to Figure 4h, the obtained ΔGH*
value of ZIS shows the strong interaction between H* and ZIS,
which is not conducive to the H2 generation, leading to a
relatively large ΔGH* absolute value of −0.378 eV. The
corresponding ΔGH* values of VS-ZIS/npG, ZIS/N-npG and
VS-ZIS/N-npG are −0.206, −0.304, and −0.169 eV,
respectively (Figure 5e). The introduction of sulfur vacancies
as catalytically active sites greatly improves the hydrogen
desorption kinetics in composite samples. The theoretical
calculation results are in good accordance with the
experimental data for practical hydrogen evolution. The VS-
ZIS/N-npG (−0.169 eV) is corroborated to be more

practicable to achieve the equilibrium of hydrogen adsorption
and desorption. S vacancies in VS-ZIS and the introduced N
dopants in graphene are favorable for hydrogen desorption.
In light of the above results and analyses, the band structure

alignment over the VS-ZIS/N-npG heterojunction is discussed
below, aiming to clarify the enhanced photogenerated carriers’
separation process and underlying photocatalytic mechanism.
The concrete energy band structure of VS-ZIS was ascertained
by UPS spectra (Figure S15) and UV−vis DRS techniques. As
calculated from the difference between the secondary cutoff
energy (Ecutof f) and the photon energy of the exciting
radiation,66 the work function (Φ) value of VS-ZIS measured
based on UPS is determined to be 3.67 eV, which is smaller
than previous reports. The introduction of S vacancies or other
nonmetallic impurities may move the position of Fermi energy
toward the conduction band direction, thereby reducing the
work function of the semiconductor.67 It could be deduced
that there is a higher potential barrier between VS-ZIS with
abundant S vacancies and N-npG after contact. According to
the formula EVB = Eedge + Φ, the valence band position of VS-
ZIS is determined to be −5.75 eV vs Vac. Moreover, based on
the bandgap value (Eg) of VS-ZIS (2.44 eV), the conduction
band edge is estimated to be −3.31 eV vs Vac. After contact for
equilibrium, the work function (Φ) value is determined to be
3.88 eV for VS-ZIS/N-npG, and the position of the Fermi level
is situated between the two (Figure S15b). The UPS test
demonstrates that the energy level accords with the character-
istics of Schottky junction with favorable energy band
alignment. Besides, Mott−Schottky measurements for the
observation of the carrier concentration’s change support the
formation of the VS-ZIS/N-npG heterojunction. As displayed
in Figure S15c, the flat band potential of VS-ZIS is about −0.89
V vs RHE, which coincides with the UPS and UV−vis tests for
the determination of energy level position.68 The slope of the
linear region for VS-ZIS/N-npG is smaller than VS-ZIS,
meaning high carrier concentration and electron mobility,
which provides evidence for the successful formation of the
heterojunction.69,70

The adaptive energy level structure after contact is
schematically illustrated in Figure 5f. The Schottky junction
with the space charge region is formed after contact because
electrons flow from VS-ZIS to semimetallic N-npG. The
formation of the internal electric field causes the energy of
electrons on the surface of VS-ZIS to be higher than in the
body; thus, the energy band is bent upward. Along with
achieving equilibrium, the Fermi levels of N-npG and VS-ZIS
are at the same level, and there is no more net flow of
electrons. The energy band edge of VS-ZIS bends upward to
form a Schottky barrier with a height of φSB. When VS-ZIS is
subjected to visible sunlight irradiation (Figure 5g), the
electrons generated in the valence band (VB) could be
motivated to the conduction band (CB), and photogenerated
hole species have remained in the VB. Due to the existence of a
discrete defect energy-level (DEL) interband of VS-ZIS and
potential barrier at the heterojunction interface, the photo-
generated electrons are more inclined to be captured by S
vacancies shallow trap state. Benefiting from the suitable
thermodynamic potential for photocatalytic hydrogen evolu-
tion, the trapped electrons could migrate toward the surface to
participate in the specific photocatalytic reaction with H+

kinetically. Besides, the nitrogen dopant endows graphene
with a relatively strong electron-donating ability and delivers
an electron-rich state. The extra free electrons in N-npG may
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neutralize the holes in the valence band of VS-ZIS, while
photogenerated electrons are still localized at VS-ZIS domains.
During photocatalysis, the formed built-in electric field with an
upward band bending barrier could block the jump of
photogenerated electrons while allowing the photogenerated
holes to be collected by N-npG. Meanwhile, photogenerated
electrons are potentially captured by the S vacancy and
localized at the VS-ZIS domain to allow the reduction reaction
to occur on account of the strong electron-withdrawing ability
of S vacancies in VS-ZIS. Consequently, hydrogen intermedi-
ates are preferentially adsorbed on the sulfur vacancy of VS-
ZIS, abundant photogenerated electrons, strong reduction
capacity and high intrinsic activity could efficiently activate
water molecules to generate H2, while the sufficient photo-
generated holes remaining in the VB of VS-ZIS are depleted by
the Na2S/Na2SO3 sacrificial agent. The intimate contact
between VS-ZIS and N-npG leads to a more efficient interface
charge transfer. As such, extremely high-efficiency photo-
generated carrier separation brings up decent photocatalytic
hydrogen evolution activity and excellent photocatalytic
stability.

■ CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, a 3D hierarchical heterostructure is constructed
consisting of S-vacancy-rich ZIS (VS-ZIS) and N-doped
nanoporous graphene associated with tailored photodynamic
behaviors. The deep principle of sulfur vacancies as active sites
for enhanced carrier separation is revealed with in situ dynamic
study. Under the formed built-in electric field with an upward
band bending barrier, photogenerated electrons are captured
by the S vacancies in VS-ZIS effectively to participate in the
hydrogen generation reaction, while the interfacial holes are
neutralized by the extra free electron in N-npG to restrain self-
corrosion. Efficient visible-light utilization and sufficient active
site exposure are guaranteed by a well-fitted nanoporous
heterostructure. Theoretical calculations provide evidence for
the available manipulation of the interfacial charge distribution
and optimized desorption kinetic energies of H* for hydrogen
generation. The unique 3D hierarchical heterostructure with
the high separation efficiency of photogenerated electrons and
holes endows this system with superior photocatalytic
performance, inspiring the designs of capture and trapping
photocatalytic systems in other research fields.
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